Gait classification is a developing research area, particularly with regards to biometrics. It aims to use the distinctive spatial and remporal characteristics of human motion to classih differing activities. As a biometric, this extends to recognising differentpeople by the heterogeneous aspects of their gait. This researrh aims to use a modijied deformable model, the temporal PDM, to disringuish the movements of a walking and running person. The movement of 2Dpoints on the moving form is used to provide input into the model and classih the type of gait present.
Introduction
Gait classification attempts to use gait as a biometric as it identifies people by the characteristics of their motion. It also includes effons to classify differing types of human activities, for example running [2] . Early studies [6] attached light bulbs or reflective patches to subjects performing actions such as walking and running, from which those watching film of the event could recognise the motion. In the field of computer vision, gait classification analyses digital imagery of human gait for its recognition. The spatial and temporal properties of the gait will yield the basis for the classification method.
A scheme computing normal flow from a series of greylevel images is used to recognise repeating activities (eg. jumping, swinging) [7] . Walking, running and skipping have also been classified using a combination of expectation maximisation, dynamic methods and Hidden Markov Models [3] . In the area of differentiating different people by their gait, a Principal Component Analysis of image selfsimilarity was used to distinguish among six different subjects [Z] . A new area-centered technique called gait masks is used [51 to recognise the gaits of six people. This research will aim to use a type of deformable model known as the Point Distribution Model (PDM) for recognising walking and running at several speeds for a person on a treadmill. PDMs have been used with moving objects (forexample [I] ), howeverthis research will usean adapted, temporal PDM for the classification. The model has already been trialled successfully in recognising arm motions [9] . The standard and adapted PDMs will first he given, then the experimental methodology described, and finally results presented for the walking and running person.
The Point Distribution Model

Standard PDM
The PDM is built from a set of images of similar objects, wirh each object represented by a vector of II "landmark" points given by (s,y)-coordinates 141. These points denote important features of the shape and should be marked uniformly across the set of shapes. Each shape is then expressed as a vector of the form:
The shapes are then aligned using a weighted least squares method, and the mean shape P calculated, where N , is the number of shapes in the training set:
The difference dx; of all aligned shapes from the mean is computed and the covariance matrix S derived:
The modes of variation of the training set are found from the calculation of the unit eigenvectors, pi. of the matrix S: sp; = x;p; ( 
4)
The most significant modes of variation are represented by the eigenvectors correlated with the largest eigenvalues. The total variation present is calculated from the sum of all eigenvalues with each eigenvalue representing a percentage of that value. Thus the minimal set of eigenvectors that will model a certain percentage (for example 95%) of the variation is chosen.
Hence any shape, x, in the training set can be estimated by the equation:
where P = (~1~2 . . 
The b vector of weights may also be used to derive other shapes which can be characterised by the constructed PDM.
As the variance of each bi is A;, their limits would typically be within three standard deviations:
-3 6 5 b; 5 3 6 (7)
A d a p t e d t e m p o r a l PDM
As described in [9] , the temporal PDM is built from the movements of a collection of n points on the moving object's boundary. Three consecutive frames are used at a time, measuring the (2. y) displacement between the frames as the vectors v. and Vb. illustrated in Figure I . These vec101s are derived for all n points under consideration. To then build a suitable vectoror temporal "shape" for the PDM, the following motion components can be used:
1. Angular velocity, A0 -the change in angle between the vectors, with a counter-clockwise movement considered a positive angular velocity and a clockwise movement a negative angular velocity.
2. Acceleration, a -the difference in the Euclidean norm between the vectors 11 Vb 11 -11 v g 11. 
Gait Classification
I m a g e Processing
To classify gait, experiments are carried out on a set of sequences of a walking and running body stationed on a treadmill. Video capture is performed using one video camera positioned parallel to the moving person at a rate of 25 frames per second. Video is also taken of the background without the movement present to enable later background subtraction. All captured footage is then encoded into the MPEG-1 format at a resolution of 352 x 288 pixels.
After splitting the frames into separate images, the background subtraction is performed to extract the person from the scene. Median filtering and thresholding are subsequently used to eliminate minor noise and discontinuities from the images. This finally yields a set of binary images of the moving person.
These images are then chaincoded to obtain the boundary points of the subject. An n-sized subset of these points is then chosen for use in the model. This isachieved in the first frame of the sequence by choosing points to be spaced equidistantly. Correspondence of points in the next frames is decided by searching for points in a limited area on the boundary where corresponding points would be plausibly located. Using the Euclidean distance between points as a metric, the closest point is chosen, wilh Sobel edge detection used to check that the point is oriented in the same direction as the previous point.
Classification Methodology
As the moving person will be performing activities at differing speeds and also alternating between walking and running, i t would be expected that the spatiotemporal properties of the motion would be changing also. This would then imply that if the movements are described in terms of the motion components ofthe adapted PDM. these would be changing under the differing conditions. Hence the motion components and the resultant PDM can be used to distinguish motions for the gait classification.
After image processing, each outline i s taken and reparameterised into a vector of motion components. As the movements are consistent over time, the linear velocity parameter will he used for modelling. Pan ofthe set for each motion i s used to construct the PDM, and the other vectors form the test set against which classification will take place.
Over the t a t sequence, the vectors are 
Experimental Results
W a l k i n g and Running M o t i o n s
Video was captured of a person walking and running on a treadmill set to speeds of 2 kmhr, 4 kmhr, 5.5 kmlhr, 7 k m h r (walking) and 8. marked W or R with their speed eg. W2.) All sequences consisted of 200 or more frames, for which the first 100 were used to build the PDM and the last 100 used as the test data. A subset of 60 points on the boundaries of the images were used i n the model. A n example of an image frame, its binarised version and the points used for input are shown in Figure 2 . The models were built to represent 95% of the variation in the training set, and limits of the b parameters were set at f3u.
The match error matrix i s displayed in Table I , with the lowest error and the diagonal entries indicated. A perfect classification would result if all test data correctly match with their corresponding models, that i s all matches occurring across the matrix diagonal. However, errors tend to increase as the test data i s not identical to the training data and due to poor segmentation in some frames. In general though, i t would be expected that the lowest error i s associated with the correct model. Sequences W2, W4, W5.5, RX.5 and RIO are matched correctly, but W7 i s incorrectly classified to be RX.5. The error plots displayed i n Figure 3 show results for comparing sets W2 and R8.5 against all other models. Test set W2 i s distinct from the other sequences, with its closest match provided by the next slowest walking speed. The error curves for motion R8.5 show that motion RIO obtained a lower match error than R8.5 for the majority of the sequence. A shorter sequence would have resulted i n an incorrect classification. Clearly the motion components can be quite similar when performing actions at similar treadmill speeds which results i n less specific PDMs and more possibility of misclassifications. 
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